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R E S U M

El present treball final de grau descriu el desenvolupament d’una
nova funcionalitat per a un robot de servei humanoide. En particular,
el desenvolupament d’un mòdul d’exploració autònoma que permeti
al robot REEM moure’s en un entorn desconegut i crear un mapa de
navegació per a futur ús.

Es presenta la motivació per al projecte i una descripció de la metodo-
logia emprada i la planificació temporal. A continuació, es presenta
una breu introducció a la navegació robòtica a més d’una classifi-
cació de diferents mètodes d’abordament al problema d’exploració
que s’han considerat rellevants.

Finalment, es descriu el procés de desenvolupament, incloent una
descripció de l’algorisme d’exploració, les tasques d’integració que
han sigut necessàries i la interfı́cie d’usuari.

El resultat és la capacitat per al REEM d’explorar una àrea de forma
autònoma. El procés es pot iniciar, aturar i guiar en tot moment usant
la tauleta tàctil de control del robot.
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R E S U M E N

El presente trabajo final de grado describe el desarrollo de una nueva
funcionalidad para un robot de servicio humanoide. En particular, el
desarrollo de un módulo de exploración para el robot REEM, que le
permita moverse autónomamente en un entorno desconocido y crear
un mapa de navegación para uso posterior.

Se presenta la motivación del proyecto y una descripción de la me-
todologı́a usada y la planificación temporal. A continuación, se pre-
senta una breve introducción a la navegación en robótica, además
de una clasificación de distintas maneras de abordar el problema de
exploración.

Finalmente, se describe el proceso de desarrollo, incluyendo una des-
cripción del algoritmo de exploración, las tareas de integración que
han resultado necesarias y la interfaz de usuario.

El resultado es la capacidad para REEM de explorar un entorno de
forma autónoma. El proceso de puede iniciar, parar y guiar en todo
momento usando la tableta de control del robot.
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A B S T R A C T

This bachelor thesis describes the development of a new feature for a
commercial service-oriented humanoid robot. In particular, an au-
tonomous exploration module, which enables the robot REEM to
move in an unknown environment and create navigation maps for
future use.

A motivation for the project and a description of the methodology
and time plan is outlined. Then a brief introduction to robotic navi-
gation as well as a classification of relevant exploration approaches is
provided.

Finally, the development process leading to the final product is de-
scribed, including a description of the exploration algorithm, the nec-
essary integration work and the user interface).

The result is the capability for REEM to autonomously explore an
area. The process can be started, stopped as well as guided using the
control tablet of the robot.
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Part I

P R O J E C T O U T L I N E



1

I N T R O D U C T I O N

1.1 introduction

PAL Robotics is a service robotics company based in Barcelona. One
of its main products is REEM, a commercially-available humanoid
service robot designed to act as a guide at environments such as exhi-
bition centers, malls, hospitals, etc., as well as being a useful platform
for research institutions.

Figure 1.: REEM

REEM is powered by an in-house system build
on top of Ubuntu, Robot Operating System
(ROS) and a few off-the-shelf software mod-
ules. It is able to recognize faces, speak, un-
derstand voice commands, interact through a
touch interface, etc. One of the main tasks it
has to be good at is navigation, that is, moving
to a desired destination while avoiding obsta-
cles and crowds.

However, in order to be able to move by it-
self, REEM requires a map of the environment.
Usually, such a map is generated from sensor
readings, by moving REEM around under di-
rect user control (using a joystick or a tablet).

The goal of this bachelor thesis is adding autonomous exploration
and mapping capabilities to REEM, so that it can be deployed in a
new environment and build the navigation map by itself. This project
will be developed as part of my employment as an engineer in the
Navigation Team at PAL Robotics.

1.2 impact

While manually guiding the robot in order to create a map of the
environment is a viable alternative for prolonged use in static envi-
ronments (eg. airports, administrative buildings or residences), some
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1. introduction

environments are inherently changing and would require continuous
maintenance.

Imagine, for instance, an exhibition center that hosts a different fair
every week. Once this project is completed, it will be possible to leave
REEM alone in the building overnight to create a map of the updated
layout, thus saving operator time.

This should also make the robot more attractive to potential buyers,
by providing a more out-of-the-box experience with the robot being
able to immediately start creating the navigation map by itself rather
than needing someone to drive it manually.

While the change will not be directly visible to the end users that
interact with the robot (eg. the people who go to the event/place
and ask the robot for assistance), by making it easy to have more
up-to-date maps REEM may provide a better service.

Although there has been research in exploration, its impact to date
on commercial consumer-interfacing products has been limited. One
of the most visible service robots, the Roomba, doesn’t rely on a map
at all but just moves according to a series of preprogrammed rules.
This project does not focus on the research aspects, but instead aims
to integrate exploration capabilities into a commercial product.

In a broader scope, exploration is a critical component for more ver-
satile and autonomous robots, and once REEM has been equipped
with this capability new applications for it may emerge. The mod-
ule will also provide a foundation that could enable development of
new features such as continuous mapping during operation, novelty
detection, etc.

1.3 objectives and limitations

The primary objectives that guide the development of this project are
the following:

• Generation of a map with good coverage and suitable for navi-
gation purposes.

• Fully autonomous operation once started (as much as possible).

• Safety in the presence of hazards (people, stairs, windows, mir-
rors, etc).

To limit the scope of the project, a series of limitations and assump-
tions are established:

• Static environment: the environment isn’t changing significantly
while the algorithm is running; creating an updated map will re-
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1. introduction

quire starting from scratch. There may be some people moving
around, but the environment should not be crowded.

• Single level: no consideration will be given to environments
with multiple floors; it is a requirement that the map is essen-
tially two-dimensional.

• Following from the previous point, no movement between lev-
els (ie. no autonomous usage of lifts).

1.4 requirements and risks

The requirements for the completions of the project are the following:

• Personnel (Software Engineer)

• Development equipment (computer workstation, etc)

• Third-party software:

– Ubuntu

– Robot Operating System

– Gazebo (simulation tool for robotics)

– Standard software development tools (Vim, Qt Creator, ver-
sion control, etc)

• REEM features:

– Navigation and mapping subsystems (SLAM)

– Safety subsystem

– Sensor input (from lasers, odometry, etc)

Some risks that may negatively affect the project have been identified:

• It may be necessary to adapt REEM’s existing navigation stack
to support autonomous movement without a (finished) map.
The complexity of this task (or whether it’ll be needed at all)
is unknown at the planning stage of the project.

• Currently there are only a few REEM robots, thus availability
of testing time on a real robot isn’t guaranteed. However, given
that most tests will be done in simulation, this isn’t expected to
turn into a major roadblock.
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1. introduction

1.5 technical competencies

REEM is a complex robot involving hundreds of different interacting
components. To develop this project it is necessary to understand
the big picture of what’s going on, as well as the fundamentals of
GNU/Linux, Debian and Robot Operating System (described in Sec-
tion 3.2).

It is also important to have working knowledge of processes such
as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (Section 7.5) as well as
motion planning and control. The ability to read and understand
technical papers is needed. Finally, knowledge of C++ and algorithms
is required.

Below follows a commentary on the particular competencies that
were listed at the start of the project:

• CCO1.1: Avaluar la complexitat computacional d’un problema,
conèixer estratègies algorı́smiques que puguin dur a la seva re-
solució, i recomanar, desenvolupar i implementar la que garan-
teixi el millor rendiment d’acord amb els requisits establerts.
[Bastant]

An exploration algorithm that processes a map several times
per second has been implemented, using various graph search
algorithms in the process.

• CCO2.1: Demostrar coneixement dels fonaments, dels paradig-
mes i de les tècniques pròpies dels sistemes intel·ligents, i ana-
litzar, dissenyar i construir sistemes, serveis i aplicacions in-
formàtiques que utilitzin aquestes tècniques en qualsevol àmbit
d’aplicació. [En profunditat]

The work focused on a state-of-the-art humanoid robot and
it was necessary to understand how such a system works, from
the big picture (ROS, task management, the different subsys-
tems involved...) to the specifics like SLAM and trajectory plan-
ning.

• CCO2.2: Capacitat per a adquirir, obtenir, formalitzar i repre-
sentar el coneixement humà d’una forma computable per a la
resolució de problemes mitjançant un sistema informàtic en
qualsevol àmbit d’aplicació, particularment en els que estan
relacionats amb aspectes de computació, percepció i actuació
en ambients o entorns intel·ligents. [Una mica]

A map of the environment is build from sensor informa-
tion. An adequate representation of this map is needed for the
subsequent processing needs.
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1. introduction

• CCO2.3: Desenvolupar i avaluar sistemes interactius i de pre-
sentació d’informació complexa, i la seva aplicació a la reso-
lució de problemes de disseny d’interacció persona computador.
[Una mica]

The system presents all functionalities under a user inter-
face that can be used by operators without a technical back-
ground. It also behaves in a way that the user is always in
control and can influence the execution.

• CCO2.4: Demostrar coneixement i desenvolupar tècniques d’a-
prenentatge computacional; dissenyar i implementar aplicaci-
ons i sistemes que les utilitzin, incloent les que es dediquen a
l’extracció automàtica d’informació i coneixement a partir de
grans volums de dades. [Una mica]

SLAM algorithms build coherent maps out of a collection of
sensor data. To optimally develop this project, it was necessary
to have some understanding of how they work.

6



2

M E T H O D O L O G Y

2.1 task outline

The first step of the project will be a more detailed requirements def-
inition in agreement with the company, as well as more research into
some of the autonomous exploration approaches found in the liter-
ature and an evaluation of existing open-source solutions. At this
stage it’ll also be necessary to get familiarized with REEM’s existing
software stack, especially the navigation module.

The next step will be developing the algorithm, be it from scratch
(using the ideas from some of the numerous papers on the topic) or
integrating and improving an existing implementation should one be
deemed suitable. This will be an iterative process where the algo-
rithm is tested in simulation with increasingly complex scenarios.

Finally, it will also be necessary to integrate the feature into the robot
operator’s control interface (a tablet running Android).

Both the exploration algorithm and the user interface will be evalu-
ated by testing in simulation, and finally once the results are satis-
factory they’ll be tried out on the real robot. For the algorithm, it
would be a good idea to establish milestones with different testing
environments the algorithm should be able to handle (once it is bet-
ter known which situations are problematic with the hardware and
software combination in use) and then to track the progress on these.

2.2 task details

The main outline of the project has already been summarized in the
previous section. This section will go into some more detail. It starts
with a basic diagram showing the most important tasks and their
expected duration. A description of each task follows, with more
details as well as required material and people. Finally, a Gantt chart
is proposed.
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2. methodology

Overview

Algorithm research

Evaluate existing 
solutions

Define requirements 
with PAL

Implementation
(4 weeks part-time)

Testing
(4 weeks part-time)

40 hours

160 hours Integration with 
Android tablet

40 hours

Testing

2.2.1 Task 1. Research

The first group of activities, with an expected duration of 1 to 2 weeks,
will consist in:

• studying the state-of-the-art in exploration, by reading books
and papers on the topic;

• evaluating existing software implementations, such as the ex-
ploration stack in ROS;

• familiarizing myself with the existing navigation codebase / in-
terfaces;

• defining the requirements and project plan with the company.

Requirements:

• 1 Software Engineer (20 hours / week) for 1-2 weeks.

• Access to literature on the topic.

• Meetings with project director and other staff.

2.2.2 Task 2. Exploration: implementation & testing

Once a direction has been decided, implementation of the exploration
algorithm will begin. It is estimated that the implementation will
take 4 weeks and the testing another 4 weeks. However, both steps
will be interleaved, starting with easy testing scenarios and adding
increasingly more complex ones.

Requirements:

• 1 Software Engineer (20 hours / week) for 4 weeks.

• 1 Software Engineer in Test (20 hours / week) for 4 weeks.

• 1 workstation (with Ubuntu, ROS, simulation framework, etc).

8



2. methodology

• Optional: 1 dedicated REEM robot for several hours, on several
non-consecutive days.

Alternatives:

• In the event that this task progresses slower than expected, it
may be necessary to re-evaluate and simplify the requirements
to assure completion in time.

Prerequisites:

• Research and requirements definition step (point 1).

2.2.3 Task 3. Integration with Android tablet

For easy operation, the exploration features will have to be exposed in
the user interface. This will require extending the control application
shipped with REEM’s remote control tablet. This task, together with
testing on the real tablet, shouldn’t take more than two weeks.

Requirements:

• 1 Software Engineer (20 hours / week) for 1 week.

• 1 Software Engineer in Test (20 hours / week) for 1 week.

• 1 workstation (with Ubuntu, ROS, Android SDK, etc).

• 1 REEM Remote Control tablet.

• Optional: 1 REEM robot for a couple hours.

Alternatives:

• While less convenient, should there be any problem with the
tablet, this feature could instead be exposed in the control panel
in REEMs in-build touchscreen.

Prerequisites:

• In order to write the User Interface (UI), the interface for the
algorithm must have been defined (API, any options that can
be configured, etc.). This will be done some time in the middle
of point 2.

2.2.4 Time plan

The following image reproduces a Gannt chart of how the tasks could
be distributed, assuming the project takes place from September to
November, with a dedication of 20 hours a week.

9



2. methodology

Figure 2.: Gannt chart with a possible time plan for the project.
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2. methodology

Note that finally the project took place from mid-September to Jan-
uary with a dedication of approximately 12 hours a week 1, so the
time plan had to be stretched accordingly.

2.2.5 Evaluation of the time plan

To be thorough, we considered it important to obtain a good back-
ground on different exploration techniques and their variants. Papers
on multi-robot exploration were also studied, but this line of research
was discarded. Because of this, the research phase ended up taking
longer than expected, so to keep within the schedule implementation
was started in parallel while the last literature was reviewed.

The time estimate for the user interface changes was reasonably accu-
rate, although also a bit on the short side.

As for implementing and testing the exploration feature, it turned
out that slight modifications to the navigation stack were required, as
predicted in Section 1.4 (including some configuration changes that
took longer than one would think to figure out).

The fact that the repository where the work was done was under
active development also presented some problems, especially since
during the time of the project there was a migration to new hardware
controllers (affecting several navigation modules) as well as to a new
version of Robot Operating System (ROS).

A further, unexpected problem was that at first the simulator (Gazebo)
couldn’t be used for doing tests in anything but a very simple envi-
ronment, since simulations with anything but a trivial world would
be extremely slow (see Section 12.1 for how this issue was addressed).

Due especially to the simulator problem, progress was slower than
expected. The project could still be completed in time by avoiding
being sidetracked by experiments during implementation, focusing
on the single approach that seemed most likely to work.

2.3 validation

As already mentioned, an iterative development methodology is to
be used for the project development. This means that code is continu-
ously tested in simulation, and once a significant amount of changes
are working as expected, a test can be done using the robot in the

1 The dedicated time does not include time to learn about the robot and the navigation
system, since that was also necessary for other company work.
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2. methodology

office to verify the result and identify any unexpected or additional
issues.

The final results of the project will be validated in simulation as well
as testing with REEM in the office or at another environment.

Some metrics were considered for evaluating the results. For in-
stance, run time or Mapping Error —a performance measure for al-
gorithms that construct maps of an environment, recommended by
Rawseeds2—. However, it was decided to use a subjective evaluation
of the results to better consider the project in a holistic sense.

2.4 laws and regulations

There are several laws that affect this project:

• The software used is subject to copyright and released under
different licenses, the terms of which have to be taken into ac-
count. This fact has to be considered when choosing to make
use of libraries, etc.

• The upcoming ISO/FDIS 13482 standard “Robots and robotic de-
vices – Safety requirements for personal care robots” specifies re-
quirements that must be followed by service robots that want to
be certified. It includes several safety-related issues that REEM
should follow, such as enforcing limitations on the maximum
speed to allow for braking time in a context-aware way, but this
is controlled at a lower level of the navigation stack and not
directly related to exploration.

• When experimenting with REEM in public places there may be
safety concerns (the robot is insured in case it causes damage).
It is important that the user can take control at any time.

Additionally, there are professional standards such as the Software
Engineering Code of Ethics and Professional Practice recommended by
ACM and IEEE-CS, and best practices that should be followed when
developing software.

Software licenses

Regarding the first point (copyright considerations), finally mostly
code with permissive open-source licenses was used, in addition to
that owned by the company; this means that no code has to be made
available.

2 An European project which aims to develop benchmarking tools for robotics;
www.rawseeds.org
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2. methodology

One notable exception is OpenKarto, the SLAM solution used. This
library is licensed under the GNU Lesser General Public License
(LGPL), which states that, while the library can be used freely, any
code changes to the library itself have to be made available to all
recipients of the software.

13



3

S O F T WA R E T O O L S

This chapter will describe some of the most important software appli-
cations and libraries used in the course of this project.

Additionally, Section 9 will provide some more details on REEM.

3.1 ubuntu

Ubuntu is a popular GNU/Linux distribution based upon Debian
(another well-known distribution). It provides a complete operating
system and a wide selection of ready-to-install software packages.

It is the only platform ROS fully supports, and is used on the devel-
oper workstations at PAL Robotics, as well as on the robots.

3.2 ros

Robot Operating System (ROS) is an open-source framework for robot
software development. It provides functionalities for process manage-
ment and communication on small clusters of computers, package
management as well as a series of community-contributed packages
providing implementations for all sort of common operations.

ROS-enabled programs are called nodes. When they are launched,
they register with a central registry (the rosmaster node), which then
provides name lookup functionality (translating node names, such as
“/pal exploration”, to an IP and a port).

ROS nodes are able to use a series of IPC mechanisms:

• topics: many-to-many message buses over which messages can
be exchanged.

• services: a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) implementation.

• actions: an inherently asynchronous RPC implementation, build
on top of topics and allowing for periodic feedback callbacks.

14



3. software tools

In all of those systems, the data being transmitted is in the form of
ROS messages. Messages are described in a text file (see Listing 3.1),
from which data-structures with serialization and de-serialization sup-
port are automatically generated for C++, Python and Lisp.

(a)The nav msgs/OccupancyGrid message

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 Header header
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleMapMetaData info
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle# The map data, in row−major order.
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle5 # Values are in the range [0,100].
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle# Unknown is −1.
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleint8[] data
basicstylebasicstyle

(b)The nav msgs/MapMetaData message

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 # This hold basic information about the
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle# characterists of the OccupancyGrid
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyletime map load time
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle5 float32 resolution # [m/cell]
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleuint32 width # [cells]
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleuint32 height # [cells]
basicstylebasicstyle basicstylegeometry msgs/Pose origin # [m, m, rad]
basicstylebasicstyle

Listing 3.1: Example of a ROS message definition

A mechanism for storing and retrieving configuration parameters is
also provided, with support for loading defaults from YAML files
and storing them in a parameter server. A software interface with
the name of dynamic reconfigure is also provided, which provides a
way for nodes to support changing their parameters while they are
running.

ROS also includes a series of tools, in particular RViz, a powerful 3D
visualization tool.

3.3 gazebo

Gazebo is a 3D simulation tool for robotic applications, featuring com-
plete ROS integration.

It is the simulation tool used at PAL Robotics, and plugins for simu-
lating REEM are available.

15



3. software tools

3.4 other tools

Other applications used include code editors (Vim, Qt Creator), ver-
sion control (Subversion, Git, meld), etc.

This document was written in LATEX using TeXstudio and the classic-
thesis style1.

1 http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/macros/latex/contrib/classicthesis/
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4

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y A N D S O C I A L I M PA C T

The exploration capabilities developed in this project, by themselves,
don’t present much of a sustainability impact, in the sense that they
don’t increase the environmental footprint of the robot.

In some environments it may be necessary to perform adaptations to
allow the robot to operate safely (eg. to ensure there are no obstacles
that the sensors can not detect).

Personal experience demonstrates that when a robot is first intro-
duced in a public environment it is likely to be the center of atten-
tion. It will be interesting to see how people get used to the presence
of robots and develop symbiotic relationships. Use of the term sym-
biosis is not casual: while at first robots may require an operator to
supervise their functionality, they may learn to operate as indepen-
dent entities, asking visitors for help when necessary [Tel+op].

Autonomous exploration capabilities can be important for operation
in hostile environments (eg. with radiation risk or other health haz-
ards), especially when remotely controlling the robot isn’t possible
because of poor visibility, low latency requirements or poor commu-
nications reliability/speed. However, while the algorithm that will
be developed could serve as a starting point for such applications, it
is not the goal of this project to create something resilient enough for
operation in such environments.

If we look broader and consider the sustainability and social impact
of service robotics as a whole, there is wide opportunity for discus-
sion, especially in the context of impact on the job market.

Another interesting topic is the transformations service robots will
cause to everyday life, as they become more involved in medicine,
telepresence, care for the elderly and eventually become ubiquitous
at work, entertainment and in our homes.
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5

B U D G E T E S T I M AT E

This section provides budget estimate for the project based upon the
initial time plan provided in Section 2.2.4.

Note: The estimates in this section do not reflect the real cost of the bachelor
project.

5.1 costs

The tables below provide the cost figures that will be used for the
estimates.

Table 1.: Hourly costs for personnel
Software Engineer 20€/h
Software Engineer in Test 20€/h
Project Manager 30€/h

While the project was developed by a single person, for the purpose
of this exercise a series of roles are assigned. The hourly rates are
roughly based upon averages from the “Estudio de Remuneraciones del
Sector IT en España” (La Salle & ICSA), dividing representative yearly
salaries for the “analista programador” and ”project manager” roles by
1500 hours.

They are also consistent with the yearly salary figures given in “Es-
tudio retributivo del sector TIC Español” (CONETIC1) for postgraduate
degree holders in those roles.

Table 2.: Equipment costs (unamortized)
Computer workstation 1500€
REEM robot N/A

1 Confederación Española de Empresas de Tecnologı́as de la Información, Comunicaciones y
Electrónica.
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5. budget estimate

Software costs are zero since most software is either open-source
(Ubuntu, ROS, etc.) or an existing fixed expense (eg. licenses for
any off-the-shelf software modules integrated with the robot).

5.2 budget estimate

Table 3.: Budget estimate

Software Engineer
Task 1. Research

40 hours 20€/hour x 40 hours = 800€

Software Engineer
Task 2. Exploration algorithm

80 hours 20€/hour x 80 hours = 1600€

Software Engineer in Test
Task 2. Exploration algorithm

80 hours 20€/hour x 80 hours = 1600€

Software Engineer
Task 3. User interface

20 hours 20€/hour x 20 hours = 400€

Software Engineer in Test
Task 3. User interface

20 hours 20€/hour x 20 hours = 400€

Project manager
Meetings throughout the project

10 hours 30€/hour x 10 hours = 300€

1x Computer 3 months (1500€ / 36) x 3 months = 125€

Office supplies, books, etc.  400€

Subtotal
● Software Engineer
● Software Engineer in Test
● Project Manager
● Material

120 hours
100 hours
10 hours


2800€
2000€
300€
525€

Total 5625€

Adding a 20% margin to allow for unaccounted costs, the project cost
is estimated at 6750€.

As the project progresses, the estimates made (in particular the num-
ber of engineering hours required) will have to be verified, and in
case of a significant deviation the cost estimations will have to be
updated to reflect the new findings.

If budget was being tracked for this project (it is not), after its comple-
tion it would ideally be compared with this initial estimate, to allow
for more accurate project planning in the future.

5.3 project viability

The result of this project isn’t meant as a product by itself, but will
instead be an additional feature that will make the robot as a whole
more attractive to potential buyers.
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5. budget estimate

By simplifying the task of setting up the robot in a new environment,
it will reduce operator time. This will also free up engineer or tech-
nician time at events where PAL demonstrates the robot, or when
renting it.

It also provides a way to test many of the navigation systems simul-
taneously (SLAM, trajectory planning, etc.), thus making it easier to
perform regression testing during development.
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6

I N T R O D U C T I O N

This section provides an overview of the state of the art in robotic
exploration, especially in relation to my bachelor project.

We adopt the definition provided by [Yam97] that describes explo-
ration as “the act of moving through an unknown environment while
building a map that can be used for subsequent navigation” with the
goal of generating a (nearly) complete map in a reasonable amount
of time.

Applications of autonomous exploration range from mapping, sur-
face inspection, mine sweeping, surveillance, operating in disaster
areas, etc. to planetary exploration [Bar+89; Sta06]. Further, it is a
keystone for developing truly autonomous robots that can operate
freely in human environments.

As mentioned in [Sta06], autonomous exploration requires solving
three different problems: mapping, localization and movement1. First,
it is necessary for the robot to know what its current position is. Next,
and this is what we’ll be most concerned with, a way to choose where
to go is required. Finally, we need a way to actually create the map.

The problems of mapping and localization, separately by themselves,
as well as in combination (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping)
are well studied. The fundamentals can be found in [TBF05] and will
be summarized in Chapter 7, which will also provide an introduction
to robotic perception and to how navigation works once a map is
available.

Chapter 8 will be more detailed and will focus on the remaining topic,
choosing where to go. This part will be the main research concern
during this project, given that for SLAM there are already popular
implementations.

1 Stachniss calls it “path planning”, but since that can cause confusion (with the prob-
lem of path planning given a map and a destination position) we will avoid the term
in this context.
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7

N AV I G AT I O N & M A P P I N G

For a robot to be able to move safely in an environment, it’ll usu-
ally need some sort of perception in order to be able to react to the
environment.

While very simple designs have been proposed [Bro91], in the case of
an intelligent multi-purpose service robot (such as REEM) it is useful
to process the data from sensors to build an internal representation of
the environment. Section 7.1 will mention different types of sensors
and how they can be used.

Once the robot has a representation of its immediate surroundings,
it can use it to plan safe movements in this space; it can perform
local path planning. If the robot has knowledge about its position in
the world, it can also accumulate local perceptions in order to create a
global map, which then enables global path planning. Section 7.2 covers
the topic of path planning, while Section 7.3 describes mapping.

Finally, Section 7.4 talks about how a robot can localize itself given an
existing map and local sensor readings, and Section 7.5 covers SLAM,
where mapping and localization are performed simultaneously in or-
der to obtain a map without knowledge of the robot’s absolute posi-
tion in the world.

7.1 perception

This section will mention some of the most common sensors used in
robotics. REEM is equipped with some sensors from every group,
and their description will focus especially on how they apply to
REEM.

Note that for mapping and exploration purposes, a single laser will
be used. However, the other sensors are mentioned for completeness,
and because they are used for obstacle avoidance by the path planner.

It is possible to perform mapping with sonars or stereo cameras, but
in practice lasers are more precise.
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7. navigation & mapping

7.1.1 Odometry

Odometry provides an estimate of the movement of the robot relative
to a starting position. On a wheeled robot, this is usually achieved
through a calculation considering the diameter of the wheels and
the number of rotations (provided by an encoder). Heading sensors
or IMUs can also be used (for instance, to improve the orientation
estimate).

An alternative way of achieving an odometry estimate is visual odome-
try, which determines the amount of movement in subsequent camera
images, eg. by matching features and minimizing an error. A partic-
ular case is laser odometry, which rather than color images uses laser
readings, on which scan matching is performed.

Odometry estimates, like dead reckoning, keep accumulating error
over time. This means that they don’t provide a source of global
localization, but they are particularly useful when information for a
recent time frame is needed and odometry can be used to blindly
move the robot a short distance, if needed.

Errors come from sources like imperfect wheel diameter or variable
friction with the floor, and they can be modeled to provide an accu-
racy estimate of the odometry value.

7.1.2 Infrared

Infrared proximity sensors detect the distance to reflective objects by
emitting a beam of infrared light and timing how long it takes for it
to return.

They are cheap, and even when other sensors are available they can
be useful for detecting obstacles such as tables (which are parallel to
the ground and have small edges that can be hard to detect).

7.1.3 Sonar

Sonars also detect the distance to objects, but they use sound, which
means that they can detect some objects that other sensors would
miss. Another difference is in the detection area: while an infrared
goes in a straight line, the perception space of a sonar has the form
of a cone. While this has the advantage of covering more space, it
also has the associated problem that it is not clear where exactly the
detected object is.
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7. navigation & mapping

Sonars are also cheap, but if two sonars that are close together fire at
the same time, this will cause interferences. To mitigate this a circuit
board providing timing control is needed.

7.1.4 Laser

Lasers are the sensor by excellence for mapping and navigation pur-
poses. Products with different scanning behavior and range are avail-
able, and their precision is superior to the other sensors we have
discussed. This is also reflected in their cost.

For this project with REEM we will be using a laser which scans
a one-hundred-seventy degree line to a range of up to eight meter
range1. Additional sensors (including a second laser) are also used
for obstacle avoidance, but not for localization or mapping tasks.

Since their data can be noisy, it is usually necessary (or at least useful)
to perform some filtering on it.

7.1.5 Cameras

Cameras provide visual information of the world, in the form of a
grid of pixels. A variety of camera configurations exist, varying in
resolution, detected spectrum, speed, etc.

Of particular interest in robotics and vision are stereo cameras, which
enable reconstructing a three-dimensional environment (although that’s
a computationally intensive task). Even more useful is the Kinect,
which directly provides a depth map, but only within a limited range.

7.2 path planning

Let’s assume we have a map of the environment and we know the
exact position of the robot. The problem of path planning deals with
how to decide which path the robot should move in order to reach a
given destination. In this document we’ll use the term interchange-
ably with trajectory planning, which also deals with controlling the
velocity the robot should move at every movement.

ROS defines a standard interface for path planning implementations
in the “nav core” package (see Figure 3), as well as a node (move
base) providing an action server interface and executing the actual
algorithms.

Its interface splits the job into -essentially- two parts: the global plan-
ner, which computes a path in the map, and the local planner, which

1 Actually the laser goes further, but only distances up to 9 meters are considered in
the current configuration of the navigation subsystem.
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7. navigation & mapping

Figure 3.: Standard ROS interfaces for path planners (source: ROS).

runs at a higher frequency and, given the path from the global plan-
ner, translates it into velocity commands (while performing adjust-
ments to avoid obstacles). In this sense, the local planner performs
mostly an obstacle avoidance algorithm.

With ROS, each of those components receives as input a CostMap.
This data structure is essentially an occupancy grid, with occupied
cells inflated by a given radius (corresponding to the radius of a circle
around the robot’s shape plus a safety margin). However, they are
kept up-to-date with data from sensors (the particular details for each
CostMap can be specified in a configuration file).

In our case, REEM uses the default global planner, which basically
uses Dijkstra’s algorithm (although an implementation using the A*
algorithm is also available). The local path planner is an implementa-
tion of [MM04] developed by PAL.

7.3 mapping

Maps of the environment can use several types of representations,
such as [Sta06]:

• Topological maps: graph-based data structures.
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7. navigation & mapping

• Geometrical maps: store grids, points or line segments.

• Visual maps: use images (esp. useful for localization purposes).

• Hybrid maps: a combination of the above.

[TBF05] makes the distinction between feature-based and location-based
(volumetric) maps, where the former specify the shape of the environ-
ment at specific locations, while the latter also contain information
about the absence of objects.

One particular type of geometrical or location-based map is the occu-
pancy grid, a discretization of the environment into a a grid of square
cells, with each cell having a particular state (such as being free, oc-
cupied or unknown). A similar alternative is the coverage map, which
stores an occupancy value in each cell (this may be a single number,
a histogram or even a mixture of Gaussians).

For trajectory planning purposes, at least when using ROS, occu-
pancy grid are the representation of choice.

As for the creation of maps, given a set of sensor readings, a model
of the sensors and the position at which each reading was taken, the
data can be combined to create a map in a way that maximizes the
posterior probability of the observations. See “Occupancy Grid Map-
ping” in [TBF05].

7.4 localization

Localization (or position estimation) is “the problem of determining the
pose of a robot relative to a given map of the environment” [TBF05],
inferring it from sensor data.

A typical probabilistic localization approach is Markov localization, an
application of recursive Bayesian estimation (Bayes filter), with imple-
mentations ranging from Extended Kalman Filters (EKFs) to parti-
cle filters (Monte Carlo Localization). In both cases, a probability is
assigned to each possible position/cell and at regular intervals the
probabilities are updated taking into account a motion model and
comparing the sensor input to the map.

7.5 simultaneous localization & mapping

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) combines the prob-
lems of mapping and localization, in order to create a map of an
unknown space. As per [TBF05], there are two variants of it: on-
line SLAM, which is only concerned with finding the current posi-
tion (and is often incremental, dropping past measurements), and
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7. navigation & mapping

full SLAM, where the goal is to obtain the complete trajectory of the
robot.

Two components are needed for a SLAM algorithm. First, a way to
detect objects (landmarks in a feature-based approach, or obstacles
detected by range finders), and second, a way to decide whether an
object is the same as a previously detected one (data association problem
[Hä+05]).

Once this is available, there are two main ways to implement SLAM:
EKF SLAM (or other Bayesian approaches, such as the particle-filter
based FastSLAM [Thr+04b]) and Graph SLAM. The first is an online
SLAM algorithm based on Bayesian estimation, while the second ap-
proach provides a solution to the full SLAM problem.

In Graph SLAM (also Pose SLAM), landmarks and robot positions are
added as nodes to a sparse graph, while edges are used to represent
measurements (distance from the robot to the landmark and motion
(distance from one position to the next). These edges can be con-
verted to non-linear quadratic constraints and optimized to obtain a
maximum likelihood graph and a list of poses.

[TBF05] compares both approaches, pointing out that in EKF SLAM
updates are computationally expensive but that it can keep maintain-
ing a map forever if it’s size doesn’t increase. On the other hand,
Graph SLAM is more accurate (since it can use all information for the
optimization step), more scalable in size (since the graph is sparse),
but needs a separate step to create the map.
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8

E X P L O R AT I O N

8.1 introduction

Exploration is an active research topic with wealth of published pa-
pers; however, it isn’t as mature as the better explored problems of
localization and mapping [AC10].

There is some variation amongst papers in what part of the problem
they address, and on the simplifications they use. For instance, some
papers (eg. [Sch+06]) simplify the problem by assuming that the true
position of the robot is known and focusing on the movement choice.
Others such as [Sta06] approach the topic in a holistic manner, by
addressing all three problems (mapping, localization and movement)
as one.

Another aspect is how static the environment is assumed to be. While
most approaches target relatively static environments, [Sta06] dis-
cusses modeling of low-dynamic states1.

One point we’d like to highlight is that most papers present simulated
results or results using small robots operating in simple, constructed
environments. [Hol+11], which presents a comparison of exploration
strategies, points out the lack of experimental comparison but itself
also presents a simulation framework rather than using a real robot.

Note that this chapter will focus on in-door exploration with mobile
robots. Other types of exploration or theoretical considerations will
be omitted.

8.1.1 Some practical examples...

On a more practical side, there are papers applying autonomous ex-
ploration to real applications, such as mapping abandoned mines
[Thr+04a].

1 This allows representing situations like a door, which can be open or closed. One
approach is the use of patch maps.
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8. exploration

NASA’s Autonomous Exploration for Gathering Increased Science project2

addresses autonomously controlling a robot on another planet, but is
focused on the selection of scientific targets and not really related to
our application. An older paper, [Bar+89], provides an introduction
to this topic; creating a navigation map is not the focus in it, but the
paper points out the need to coordinate different conflicting goals,
like: whether to stop for analyzing interesting rocks it sees on its way
while traveling to another destination, and ensuring the safety of the
robot in its dangerous environment.

8.1.2 In the commercial sector...

The first example of service robot many will think of is vacuum
robots. At this point there are several products in the market, some
of the better known being Roomba and Neato. It seems like Roomba,
which is equipped with infrared, bumpers and cliff sensors [TD07],
uses a behaviour-based approach for cleaning and doesn’t generate a
map at all 3 [Fox13]. Neato, on the other hand, features a laser and
does create a map of the environment while cleaning, which allows
it to plan a path to return to its charging station4.

As for software solutions, Karto 5 provides a frontier-based explo-
ration module with their commercial navigation suite, but there isn’t
much information freely available about it.

8.1.3 Available code

There is an open-source implementation of frontier-based exploration
for ROS, which was developed by Bosch. A modified version with
an additional cost function (MCDM (Multi-Criteria Decision Making,
[BA09]) vs. weighted average) has been made available by [ALH13].

An implementation for ROS of the “Exploration Transform” [WP07]
has been made available by TU Darmstadt.

Finally, code implementing [Fra+09] was provided for evaluation by
Sapienza University of Rome.

2 aegis.jpl.nasa.gov
3 electronics.howstuffworks.com/gadgets/home/robotic-vacuum2.htm
4 www.neatorobotics.com/how-it-works
5 www.kartorobotics.com
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8. exploration

8.2 criteria & evaluation

Efficiency of autonomous exploration can be evaluated according to
various criteria, such as [Jad+07]:

• Exploration time [Fox13]

• Shortest path

• Map and localization uncertainties

• Map quality

• Computational complexity

• Energy consumption

8.3 classification of approaches

In this section we introduce an overview of different approaches pre-
sented in the literature. The categorization is based upon [AC10;
Hol+11].

8.3.1 Random

In a random walk strategy the robot is localized in a grid map and
every turn moves to any of its adjacent cells with equal probability.

A variant of this approach is stochastic coverage, where a potential
function is used to repel previously visited locations [GWD13].

[FO05] presents a probabilistic strategy that randomly generates con-
figurations but biases the process towards unexplored areas.

8.3.2 Predefined Trajectories

[AC10] enumerates different prior approaches, such as systematically
exploring landmarks, hard-coded patterns, parametrized trajectories
or moving a fixed distance from the current position.

Wall Following

[Mat92] presents a reactive subsumption architecture for exploration
that implements wall following and collision avoidance while includ-
ing a topological path planner. [Yam98] points out that for complex
environments wall-following isn’t enough to completely map them.
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[Fox13] shows that in certain simulated worlds, wall-following pro-
vides an approximation to the optimal entropy behaviour for the ini-
tial move starting in an unknown region. However, it also points out
that pure wall-following wouldn’t reach certain places (eg. the center
of a big room) and the lack of consideration for localization concerns
or simultaneous goals other than map building.

8.3.3 Potential fields

Several approaches involving potential fields that guide the move-
ment of the robot towards unexplored areas while keeping it away
from obstacles have been proposed, but often have problems of local
minima [JGR12].

[Gar+07] introduces the Vornoi Fast Marching method —a combina-
tion of the Extended Voronoi Transform and the Fast Marching Method—,
which provides a potential map that directs the robot towards unex-
plored zones while providing a smooth trajectory.

[WP07] presents the Exploration Transform, which combines frontier-
based exploration with the path transform and extends it with coastal
navigation.

8.3.4 Next-Best-View

The Next-Best-View (NBV) category encompasses many contributed
methods, and eg. [Hol+11; ALH13] consider it the mainstream ap-
proach. It is a greedy approach that consists in selecting the next
observation location from a set of candidates based on the available
information.

In considering a method of this type, we need to define how it finds
candidate locations and how it evaluates them to choose the best one.

Candidate locations

The dominant way to choose candidate destination points is a frontier-
based approach. The concept of frontiers was first introduced by
[Yam97] and consists in finding points on the frontier between known
free space and unexplored space that are reachable from the robot’s
current location. Frontier cells are usually clustered by adjacency and
some position (eg. the centroid) is selected as target location.

[Zlo+02] mentions random selection of points, discarding any where
the surrounding area is already sufficiently explored (number of known
cells visible from the goal is greater than a threshold); identification
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of unexplored regions of a certain size (choosing their center as target
point); as well as a quad-tree based approach.

There also exist feature-based approaches.

Evaluation criteria

Most of the discussion regarding Next-Best-View methods is on how
to choose the best candidate point. In the original [Yam97] paper a
single criteria was used: the distance to the point. Alternative met-
rics have been proposed, many of which combine multiple criteria.
This is usually done by combining them in some cost function (us-
ing linear combination, terms with exponents...); [AG05] presents a
multi-objective optimization that selects a location on the Pareto fron-
tier. This later approach can be useful for instance in rescue scenarios,
where creating a map and searching victims are two different objec-
tives [AC10].

The following list enumerates some possible components that have
been proposed for use in an evaluation function:

• Cost:

– Traveling cost / Distance [Yam97]

– Change in orientation

• Utility (expected information gain)

– Constant [Bur+00]

– Depending on the number of cells in the frontier cluster

– Depending on the length of the frontier cluster

– Number of unexplored cells within sensor range [Sim+00]

– Estimated unexplored area visible from a point [GBL02]

– Average entropy of a sensed region around a point [MW02]

– C-space entropy [YG04]

– Other entropy measures (expected entropy change, magni-
tude of gradient...)

– Fisher information

• Localizability (potential to reduce pose estimate uncertainty)

– Minimum covariance achievable localizing the robot at the
position

– Overlap (already-known features visible from a location)
[AG05]
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– Lowest attainable pose covariance at a location (using par-
tially known feature and occupancy maps), with EKF-based
SLAM [MW02]

Other considerations

[Hol+11] presents a comparison of different strategies, and proposes
heuristics to improve exploration time: repetitive re-checking contin-
uously evaluates whether the currently goal is still a frontier, and
selects a new one if it isn’t; and map segmentation, which splits the
map into segments representing individual rooms, giving preference
to candidates in the current segment.

[ALH13] evaluates the impact of perception and decision timing. Per-
ception can be classified into event-based or frequency-based, depending
on whether data is taken into account continuously or only after ar-
riving at the current goal; the same is true for decision timing. It
is found that frequency-based approaches are preferable, and higher
frequencies provide better results as long as there is sufficient compu-
tational power.

[KK13] explores ways to reduce the time of frontier detection, and
introduces the Wavefront Frontier Detector (WFD) and the Fast Frontier
Detector (FFD); the first is a graph-based approach that avoids exam-
ining unknown areas in the map, while the latter examines only new
laser readings.

[Jad+07] uses Gaussian Processes and introduces information distribu-
tion maps to exploit structural dependencies in the environment, in an
approach for lasers and Pose SLAM.

8.3.5 Integrated approaches

In the previous section, some “localizability” metrics were mentioned.
This term was introduced in [MW02], which advocates a tight cou-
pling between localization, mapping and motion control.

[Sta06] also makes the point for integrating exploration with the SLAM
algorithm, so it can take into account pose uncertainty and loop clo-
sure opportunities. [SGB05] presents an integrated approach using a
Rao-Blackwellized particle filter which takes into account uncertainty
in the map and the pose estimate; it compares the cost of executing
an action with the expected information gain and takes into account
the measurements gathered along the entire path.

[Bou+02] presents an approach that aims to maximize the accuracy
of the map by selecting actions that maximize localization accuracy.
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[JGR12] finds that integrated approaches perform best regarding map
quality, but concludes that the best exploration approach depends on
the desired criteria.

8.4 multi-robot exploration

A current topic of research is exploration with multiple robots (cooper-
ative exploration). This section will list a few examples, but we will not
go further into this topic since the scope of the project is exploration
with a single robot.

Yamauchi provides a distributed multi-robot version of his frontier-
based exploration in [Yam98], [Bur+00] improves on it (discounting
the utility of frontiers that are close to another already assigned fron-
tier, depending on a dynamic model of the sensor range) and [Sim+00]
suggests a centralized bidding approach to avoid multiple robots ex-
ploring the same frontier. [Zlo+02] presents a distributed auction-
based approach for assigning goals to robots, and uses different point
selection mechanisms (not frontiers).

[Fra+09] presents Multi-SRG, a graph-based approach with proba-
bilistic movement choices while avoiding sending different robots to
the same areas.
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R E E M

We have already briefly introduced REEM in Section 1.1, and in Chap-
ter 3 we have mentioned that it runs Ubuntu with ROS. An overview
of REEM’s basic characteristics can be found in Table 4.

Note that it has two computers: one dual-core system for most work,
and an additional Atom system for handling media (touchscreen,
sound and voice synthesis/recognition). Such a setup is transpar-
ently supported by ROS (it is even possible to run some processes
directly on a separate development computer).

Sensors include several microphones located inside the head, a stereo
camera (optionally a Kinect can also be mounted on top of the head),
an array of sonars surrounding the base of the robot (as well as on the
torso and the head), a laser below the base and an additional inclined
laser in the waist, as well as infrared and bumpers. Some infrared
beams are also available for detecting tables.

The base is equipped with two separately driven wheels on front
(making it a differential wheeled robot) and two caster wheels on the
back. They are equipped with encoders; an inclinometer is also avail-
able.

Uploading software and managing the robot can be done directly via
SSH (complete re-installation is also possibly from a separate basesta-
tion computer), although it’s more usual to interact with topics, ser-

Weight 90 kg
Height 1.70 m
Battery 8̃ hours
Payload 3 Kg (each arm)

30 kg (mobile base)
Speed 4 Km/h
Computer 1x Core 2 Duo

1x Atom

Table 4.: REEM’s specifications (source: PAL Robotics)
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9. reem

vices and action servers directly from a development computer by
pointing ROS to the robot’s rosmaster instance.

Additionally, a tablet application (REEMote) allows controlling the
robot, and is the main control interface used at events. The robot is
also equipped with a touchscreen (see Figure 1 on page 2), but it is
primarily for providing information to event visitors.

9.1 navigation subsystem

Two modes are available in REEM: a so-called autonomous navigation
mode (also localization mode) and a mapping mode.

The active navigation state is controlled by pal navigation sm, a node
consisting primarily of a state machine implemented in Python (using
SMACH) and providing a ROS service to change the mode.

This state machine is responsible for starting and stopping the nodes
required by each mode, as well as some other tasks. In localization
mode, move base, a map server (publishing an existing occupancy grid
map) and amcl1, a particle-filter based localization node are running.

In mapping mode, the previously mentioned nodes are stopped, and
a single SLAM node is launched in their place; move base isn’t run-
ning, so no autonomous navigation functionality is available.

For SLAM, OpenKarto is used, an open-source Pose SLAM implemen-
tation developed by Karto (part of SRI International). However, there
are plans to evaluate GMapping2 (a particle-filter based approach) as
a possible replacement.

Additional features (such as visual localization, a multi-mapping pro-
totype, etc.) are also available, but will not be discussed.

9.1.1 OpenKarto

It is worth giving an idea of how OpenKarto operates.

Laser scans are taken continuously while the robot is moving. For
each scan, its position is estimated —using the information from
odometry, plus a scan matching process where it is compared to other
recent scans— and it is inserted into the graph.

Additionally, for each scan a check is performed to detect whether the
robot has returned to a place where it was previously (eg. entered a
room through a second door). If it passes, a loop closure is performed:

1 wiki.ros.org/amcl
2 openslam.org/gmapping.html
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an edge is added to the graph, and a sparse pose adjustment process
optimizes the position estimates in the nodes. This is important to
correct for errors such as odometry drift.

The occupancy grid (ie. the actual map) can be constructed at any
time from the graph, by combining all scans using the positions as-
sociated to them. For each cell, the proportion of scans marking it
as free or as occupied are counted, and the final value of the cell is
decided depending on a threshold.

Note that the coordinates of the cells in the map remain constant,
except when a loop closure takes place.
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R E S E A R C H

As established in the time plan, several days were dedicated to re-
viewing the roboting exploration literature to get a good overview
of the topic; results from this review have already been presented in
Part ii.

Part of the work also consisted in getting familiarized with the robot
as well as the workings of the navigation subsystem and the tablet
interface.

Additionally, some time was spent inspecting code of available solu-
tions, as well as testing the most promising. The next section will
explain what was learned during this process.

10.1 problem setting

In Chapter 6 we have seen that autonomous exploration involves
three different problems:

1. creating a map,

2. knowing where the robot is,

3. and autonomously moving the robot.

Points 1 and 2 are already solved in REEM using OpenKarto (a graph-
based SLAM implementation). As seen in Section 7.2, trajectory plan-
ning is also a solved problem, but it has not been tested in REEM in
mapping mode.

The main component that’s missing is the actual choice of where to
move. The implementations that will be described below focus on this
topic, delegating SLAM and trajectory planning to other modules.
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10.2 testing existing implementations

Two open-source ROS implementations of exploration algorithms were
tested, both in simulation and with the robot: the exploration stack1

developed by Bosch, which implements frontier-based exploration,
and the hector exploration * stacks2 from TU Darmstadt, which uses
the “exploration transform” [WP07].

Some time was dedicated looking into Multi-SRG, but in the end
it was discarded since currently multi-robot collaboration is not re-
quired and the approach would make the algorithm less flexible.

10.2.1 Frontier-based exploration

This ROS stack released by Bosch is a basic implementation of frontier-
based exploration.

Description

At a given planner frequency, it identifies frontier cells in a grid map
(obtained from a CostMap, which must be correctly configured to use
the SLAM map as an input source), clusters adjacent frontier cells,
discards those clusters which are smaller than the radius of the robot
and finally evaluates a cost function on each frontier cell.

If the frontiers have changed since the last cycle, it frontier cell with
the best cost value is chosen and a goal is set to move to it.

Additionally, there is a timeout that triggers if a single goal is set for
more than a certain amount of time (by default, thirty seconds). When
that happens, that frontier cell ands its immediate eight-neighbors are
added to a blacklist and won’t be considered again.

The cost function used is shown in Equation 1:

score = A ∗ distance + B ∗ orientationchange− C ∗ gain (1)

Where the first component is the distance to the goal (as given by
navfn, the default global planner in ROS), the second is the orientation
change (compared to the position the robot is in at the moment the
function is evaluated) and the last corresponds to the number of cells
in the cluster. A, B and C are constant values used to tweak the
weight of the different factors. By default, B (the orientation change)

1 http://wiki.ros.org/exploration
2 http://wiki.ros.org/hector exploration planner, http://wiki.ros.org/hector exploration node,

http://wiki.ros.org/hector exploration controller
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is 0, and there is a comment indicating that it isn’t working correctly
(possibly because of the arbitrariness of using whichever position the
robot happens to be in when evaluating the function?).

Evaluation

It was possible to get the code running for testing purposes quite
quickly, although in a suboptimal way. This helped identify several
problems to be solved as the project progressed.

1. REEM’s navigation subsystem didn’t support planning paths
into unknown space. This was worked around for testing pur-
poses (using a special path planner configuration that operated
only within the local CostMap). The real solution is discussed
in Section 7.2.

2. At the time of the test, there were some unexpected problems
getting the code to use the map from the mapper. This was
work-arounded, but caused some problems with the testing.

3. When moving to a goal the robot would get very close to obsta-
cles, sometimes getting stuck performing slow recovery maneu-
vers, as a consequence of a) target goals being directly on the
frontier, and b) slow planner frequency.

4. The planner changed its mind about its goal every time, oscillat-
ing between one corner of the room and the other. Some tuning
of the cost function components was attempted, but didn’t pro-
vide satisfactory results.

Despite all these shortcomings, the experiment succeeded at creating
a map of a basic environment, demonstrating that the approach could
work. Several tests in the office were performed, and most times
REEM succeeded in mapping a fair chunk until it’d get stuck at some
point.

The stack also includes a loop closure component, which builds a
graph of positions and uses it to choose goals when a certain con-
dition is fulfilled, but it wasn’t tested since it is designed for GMap-
ping (ie. the condition being tested depends on values published by
GMapping) and the problems described above would have prevented
testing it in complex maps anyway.
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10.2.2 Exploration transform

As an alternative to the exploration stack, hector exploration *, which
has been used at the Robocup Rescue competition3, was briefly eval-
uated.

Description

It implements the exploration transform [WP07], and also includes an
”inner exploration” mode which goes to space that is already known
but has only been seen from far away.

Essentially, the code is not so different from normal frontier-based
exploration. Similar to the Bosch code, it uses a standard ROS global
CostMap and obtains an occupancy grid from it. From there it builds
the obstacle transform (a grid where cells have a “danger” value ac-
cording to their proximity to obstacles) and it searches for frontiers.

All free cells a given distance away from the current position, with an
unknown eight-neighbor that in turn has 3 unknown eight-neighbors,
are considered as frontier cells. They are assigned an orientation
pointing to the unknown eight-neighbor with the highest danger value.
No clustering of frontiers is done (while there is some code for it in
the source, it is commented out).

Once the frontiers have been found, it builds the exploration transform:
a grid where each cell has the cost —including the danger factor— to
the nearest frontier, plus a penalization depending on the yaw change
for going to that frontier —except if the robot is already moving to it,
in which case the penalization is removed to avoid oscillations—.

The algorithm then follows the gradients in the exploration transform
to choose the goal frontier. If no valid goal can be found, the inner
exploration mode kicks in.

Evaluation

The algorithm is designed for use as part of the complete navigation
subsystem of the Hector Darmstadt Team. However, it was possible
to get the exploration part working with REEM in simulation and it
succeeded in exploring a simple two-room environment. Later tests
in more complex scenarios proved more problematic, and a test run
in the office (with the real robot) had to be aborted because it went
too close to obstacles, risking collision.

3 In this competition small wheeled robots compete to explore and find “victims” in a
custom-build scenario.
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It’s possible that tweaking the configuration better results could have
been obtained, but in any case the coastal navigation didn’t seem a
good bet considering the type of environments REEM typically oper-
ates in and the range of the laser used for mapping.
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Considering the literature and after performing the experiments de-
scribed above, proceeding with some sort of frontier-based explo-
ration seemed the best option. It is simple, has been tested experimen-
tally, integrates nicely with different SLAM and trajectory planning
systems and can be easily customized changing the cost function.

Since the basic algorithm isn’t too complex and several modifications
were expected to be necessary if the exploration stack was used, it
was decided to re-implement it from scratch; thus the pal exploration
package is born.

The purpose for this exploration node it to choose goals, leaving the
actual trajectory planning and control to the move base node (just like
the ROS exploration stack does). While this gives the node less flexi-
bility, it means that it will not have to deal with obstacle avoidance,
recovery maneuvers, etc., reducing the maintenance overhead.

An additional decision was to try to avoid using anything specific
to a particular SLAM implementation, since there’s currently some
uncertainty as to which one will be used in the near future.

Section 11.2 covers the main aspects of the first implementation of
pal exploration. Section 11.1 covers the work that was necessary for
the robot to accept goals into unknown territory.

11.1 adapting the navigation stack

Before this project, REEM never needed to move into unexplored
space, since the map creation step was always executed manually be-
fore any autonomous operation. Consequently, this feature had never
been tested.

Section 10.2.1 already mentioned that for the initial experiments a
special planner configuration was used. move base (as it’s known
internally) isn’t aware of the existence of any SLAM map, and just
navigates within an obstacle grid centered around the robot and con-
structed from recent sensor readings. Obviously, this wasn’t a viable
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Figure 4.: pal exploration class overview.

option for the final solution (because this grid can diverge drastically
from the SLAM map, only has a limited size, etc).

Instead, the main move base configuration had to be modified so it’ll
work with a continuously changing map (instead of a single static
map provided at startup) as well as to support planning into un-
known cells. While this adaptation only required some configuration
changes, it took quite some time debugging why after the obvious
changes it still didn’t work. After delving into the code, it finally
turned out that for the data representation mode we were using (voxel
grid), unknown cells are not implemented (and no mention about this
fact is made in the documentation). Changing to a typical grid map
for storing the data solved the problem.

Now that move base was configured in a way to support our purposes,
another problem remained: when changing the robot into mapping
mode (using eg. the tablet interface), all autonomous navigation
nodes were stopped.

To address this last issue, some changes were done to pal naviga-
tion sm (the node responsible for managing which navigation-related
nodes are running; see Section 9.1), so that it would always keep
move base running; it was also changed to launch pal exploration when
switching to mapping mode.

11.2 implementation of pal exploration

Like all existing solutions, C++ was chosen as the implementation lan-
guage. While Python could also have been a valid choice, a compiled
language allows freely using loops without incurring a significant
speed penalty.
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Figure 4 provides an overview of how the classes are structured. In
addition, there are a series of namespaced functions providing every-
thing from generic algorithms to visualization functions.

The code is implemented as a ROS node, which subscribes to the map
and position estimate topics of the SLAM node. The logic related to
these topic subscriptions is contained in the BaseStrategy class, while
a subclass of it, FrontiersStrategy, takes care of finding the frontiers
and choosing the next goal.

The BaseStrategy class

The BaseStrategy class subscribes to the “partial map” and “pose es-
timate” topics of the SLAM implementation, as well as to the status
information published by move base. It then starts a loop that is peri-
odically executed at a given rate (eg. 2Hz).

Listing 11.1: pal exploration main loop (pseudocode)

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleprocess events() # invoke any pending topic callbacks
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleif there is no node publishing the SLAM map:
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle4 print message ”waiting...”
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleelse:
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleif non−empty map and position have been received:
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleif not map ready :
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle8 if a given space around the robot is inside the map and
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyledetected as free space:
basicstylebasicstyle basicstylemap ready = true # update member variable
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleelse:
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleexecuteInitialization()
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle12 if map ready :
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleif map has been updated :
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleexecuteStep() # call FrontierStrategy
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleelse:
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle16 executeControlStep() # call FrontierStrategy
basicstylebasicstyle basicstylemap has been updated = false
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleelse:
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleexecuteInitialization()
basicstylebasicstyle

When it receives a position, it stores it in a member variable and,
the first time, updates a flag to indicate that the position has been
initialized. Similarly, when the move base callback is called with a list
of status codes for goals, it goes through it and updates a member
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variable to indicate whether the node is currently active (ie. trying to
move to any of the goals).

The map callback is more complex. It expects an occupancy grid
indicating, for each cell, whether it is free, unknown or an obstacle.
With this data, it creates a GridMap instance, and then processes it
inflating all obstacle cells by a given radius (≥ the radius of the robot).
The purpose of the inflation is to guarantee that the center of the robot
can freely move into that cell. Finally, it also updates a flag, indicating
that the map has been updated.

An overview of the code executed in the loop is shown in Listing 11.1.
It basically waits until a valid map is available; if it is, it delegates the
work to its subclass (executing one of two virtual functions, depend-
ing on whether the map has changed this iteration or not). While a
good enough map is not available, it calls an initialization function,
which —with the default implementation— rotates the robot in place.

BaseStrategy also published the inflated map to a ROS topic for visu-
alization & debugging purposes.

The FrontiersStrategy class

As a subclass of BaseStrategy, the FrontiersStrategy class has to imple-
ment at least the following two functions:

• executeStep()

• executeControlStep()

One of those functions is called every cycle (iteration of the main
loop); the first if the map has changed since the last time, and the
second if it hasn’t.

In this case, the latter function checks whether move base is active.
If it isn’t, that can be two things: either our last goal has already
been reached, or someone else (presumably the operator of the robot)
preempted it replacing it with another goal, and this new goal has
already finished. In both cases, we want to send a new goal, so if the
condition is true the function just calls executeStep().

As for executeStep(), Listing 11.2 shows pseudocode illustrating its
operation. It also publishes several topics for visualization purposes,
and outputs some messages about what’s going on.

The function handling the case of no frontiers being available verifies
that at least one goal has been issued in the past. If it has, it assumes
that the lack of frontiers signifies that the exploration process has
been completed; it cancels any pending movement commands and
toggles a flag that will stop the main loop.
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Listing 11.2: executeStep() (pseudocode)

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 distmap = calculateDistances()
basicstylebasicstyle basicstylefrontiers = calculateFrontiers(distmap) # returns a priority
basicstylebasicstyle basicstylequeue
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleif there are no frontiers:
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle5 handleNoFrontiers()
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleelse:
basicstylebasicstyle basicstylegoal = frontiers.top().getGoal()
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleif move base is active with a goal that isn’t ours:
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle9 print ”Someone else is controlling the robot...”
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleelse:
basicstylebasicstyle basicstylesendGoal(goal)
basicstylebasicstyle

Figure 5.: Visualization of a distance map.

The calculateDistances() function executes an implementation of Dijk-
stra’s algorithm, starting at the grid cell corresponding to the current
position of the robot and expanding all four-neighbors as edges. The
cost function gives a value of 1 to all free and unknown cells (essen-
tially, Manhattan distance), and of ∞ to obstacles as well as cells that
are on the border of the map (because move base isn’t able to reach
them). It returns a struct which gives the cost of moving from the
current position to any other point to the map, as well as the back
pointers needed for reconstructing the optimal path to any cell.
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All that’s left now is the frontier calculation. This is a two-step pro-
cess: first a list of frontier clusters is obtained and then they are
ranked according to some criteria.

For the first step, all cells are classified into frontier or non-frontier.
In order to be classified into the first group, a cell needs to be free
and either have an unknown four-neighbor or be on the edge of the
map. Cells that are next to a frontier cell are marked as “dilated”;
then a Depth-First Search (DFS) is performed to identify “islands” of
frontier and dilated cells (here eight-connectivity is used); each of the
islands results in a frontier cluster. Clusters that fit into a rectangle
smaller than a given size are discarded.

Figure 6.: Screenshot of RViz showing REEM exploring.
Note the frontier clusters in different colors.

The second step then consists in constructing a priority queue ranking
the frontier clusters. For this a goal point is chosen for each cluster,
according to the process described in Listing 11.31.

The goal selection approach is similar to that proposed for the Point-
Bots project from Bar Ilan University 2. However, instead of just using
the frontier cell nearest to the centroid, the distance map (previously
obtained using Dijkstra’s algorithm) is used to make sure a reachable
cell is chosen.

1 Note: BFS in Listing 11.3 stands for Breadth-First Search (BFS).
2 http://u.cs.biu.ac.il/ galk/MAFAT/final/Y1.ppt
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Listing 11.3: Goal point choice (pseudocode)

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle1 # The centroid cell is found as the average of the positions
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle# of all frontier cells.
basicstylebasicstyle basicstylecentroid = getCentroid()
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle5 # Find frontier cell nearest to the centroid
basicstylebasicstyle basicstylecandidate = argmin

c∈ f rontier cells
dist(c, centroid)

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle
basicstylebasicstyle basicstylereturn BFS(
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle9 start = candidate,
basicstylebasicstyle basicstylegoal = f(c): isReachable(distmap, c)
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyleedges = eight−neighbors that are free or unknown,
basicstylebasicstyle basicstylemax depth = maxDist / map.resolution)
basicstylebasicstyle

Note that it is theoretically possible for a point to be selected even if
it doesn’t have visibility over the frontier. This possibility is limited
by expanding only to free or unknown cells, as well as by enforcing a
maximum distance from the centroid. Thus, in practice it hasn’t been
a problem. If it were, a possible solution would be to use ray-casting
(eg. using Bresenham’s line algorithm) to verify the validity of the
position.

The orientation of the goal is set towards the centroid of the frontier.
In retrospect, a variation of the method described in [ALH13]3 would
probably have been a better choice.

If a cluster doesn’t have any possible reachable goal point, it is dis-
carded. Otherwise, the code proceeds by evaluating Equation 2 for it
to obtain the score (higher is better):

score =

{
num cells∗k

distance if distance ≥ 1m

0 otherwise
(2)

As can be seen in Equation 2, the number of cells in the frontier is
multiplied by a constant factor and divided by the distance to the
goal from the current position.

There’s one exception to this rule: if the goal is less than a given
distance (eg. one meter) from the robot’s current position, then the
score is just zero —the lowest possible score—. The main purpose for

3 “Toward the unknown area along the perpendicular to the line tangent to the frontier
and passing through the candidate destination location cell.”
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this check is to avoid getting stuck at startup if the SLAM node leaves
some cells just below the robot marked as unknown.

The scoring function has been chosen empirically on a limited set of
tests in realistic environments. The exploration and hector exploration
implementations also include a penalization for changing the orienta-
tion; this has been omitted because no big need for it was apparent.
However, it may be useful to revise the function and consider adding
additional components.

11.3 comparison to the exploration stack

For completeness, this section points out some of the key differences
between pal exploration and the ROS stack examined in Section 10.2.1:

• pal exploration obtains the map directly from the SLAM node,
rather than using a ROS CostMap as an intermediary.

This allows for simplified configuration, less dependency
on external code and avoids some problems found using CostMaps
with changing maps.

While it also means that pal exploration has to handle the in-
flation of obstacles itself, this fact doesn’t suppose any overhead
since the inflation code is reused for other purposes.

• pal exploration calculates the distances itself, rather than linking
against the navfn planner.

This provides better run-time, since a single execution of
Dijkstra’s algorithm provides data for all cells in the map, rather
than having to individually evaluate all frontier cells.

• pal exploration has more aggressive frontier clustering. Also, it
only evaluates the cost function on a single cell for each cluster,
further reducing execution time.

• pal exploration has explicit handling of several corner cases that
were found to be problematic.

• pal exploration has more detailed visualizations and log output,
providing insight into what the node is doing.

• While this prototype doesn’t include blacklist, they are available
in the final version (behaving differently than in the exploration
stack). See Section 13.2.

• The final version also supports starting and stopping the ex-
ploration process at any time as well as changing configurable
parameters dynamically.
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• Finally, pal exploration has more intelligent handling of when to
send a goal, and it seamlessly supports other processes (eg. the
operator) overriding its goals.
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T E S T I N G

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the implementation has been tested in
simulation and with the robot.

12.1 simulation setup

For simulation, Gazebo (introduced in Section 3.3) was used. How-
ever, this gave some problems, since on the development workstation
it operated slower than real time even with simple environments.

Because of this reason, simulations at the company were mostly lim-
ited to small environments, with most real navigation testing being
performed on actual robots. Figure 7 shows a screenshot of the de-
fault Gazebo configuration.

Changing some of Gazebo’s parameters it was possible to get it work-
ing slightly better. However, the most effective change (reducing the
number of iterations of the simulator but increasing the amount of
time each step simulates) couldn’t be used because it would caused
problems with the simulation of the sensors.

Figure 7.: Gazebo with REEM and the default testing environment.
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(a) Input to the img2sdf script. (b) Reconstructed environment.

Figure 8.: Example of an environment modeled for Gazebo.

This simulation speed limitation meant that some approaches to the
problem (such as using genetic programming to optimize the cost
function) weren’t feasible.

Still, even if it wouldn’t work very fast, some more complex maps
than those available were needed for testing the exploration node.
Different ways of creating maps were evaluated:

1. Using heightmaps to generate terrains (with hills standing in
for walls).

2. Creating a model of the walls using a 3D editor, such as SketchUp1.

3. Using the in-build building editor, which generates an XML file
defining the position of a series of boxes (walls).

Of these methods, the first two had a significant impact on the al-
ready slow simulation speed, thus the only viable option was the last.
However, Gazebo’s editor was rather inconvenient to use and being
able to create environments from images seemed preferable.

Since Gazebo’s editor really just outputs some XML, according to
a published specification (SDF2), the solution was to create a script
(img2sdf ) that would parse a black-and-white image, extract walls
from it and generate a SDF file. This was done with Python, using
the PIL3 and LXML4 modules. Listing 12.1 shows an example of
the XML output, and Figure 8 shows a possible input image and the
result running in Gazebo.

The script works by sequentially going through all pixels in the image.
For each black pixel, it counts the number of additional black pixels
to its right, and then the number of rows below it of at least the
same size; that region is then encoded as a 3D box, and all affected
pixels are marked as white (so they will not be considered again). A

1 www.sketchup.com
2 Simulation Description Language, www.gazebosim.org/sdf/1.4.html
3 Python Imaging Library, www.pythonware.com/products/pil
4 www.lxml.de
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Listing 12.1: Example SDF file (auto-generated)

basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle<?xml version=”1.0” ?>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle<sdf version=”1.4”>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle<model name=”PalOfficePujades”>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle4 <static>1</static>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle<link name=”Wall 0”>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle<collision name=”Wall 0 Collision”>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle<geometry><box>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle8 <size>32.97000 0.21000 3.00000</size>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle</box></geometry>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle<pose>16.90500 −0.45500 0 0 0 0.00000</pose>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle</collision>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle12 <visual name=”Wall 0 Visual”>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle<geometry><box>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle<size>32.97000 0.21000 3.00000</size>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle</box></geometry>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle16 <material>[...]</material>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle<pose>16.90500 −0.45500 0 0 0 0.00000</pose>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle</visual>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle</link>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle20 [...]
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle</model>
basicstylebasicstyle basicstyle</sdf>
basicstylebasicstyle

dynamic programming variant could have been used to speed up the
process, but for the image sizes used it wasn’t necessary.

12.2 simulation results

Several simulation tests with different types of maps were performed.
Testing began as soon as early versions of the code were available, to
helped verify that individual features worked correctly.

Simulations continued through the development time, and finally
more extensive testing was performed on the prototype. The imple-
mentation described so far (in Chapter 11) worked reasonably well.
REEM succeeded in completely exploring several maps, while on
some maps it’d occasionally get stuck, requiring manual intervention
to continue.
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Figure 9.: REEM exploring PAL Robotics’ office.

12.3 real-world testing

Testing was also performed in the office of PAL. The prototype suc-
ceeded in mapping most of the software department, but eventually
it would choose a goal that REEM couldn’t reach (because of an obsta-
cle that the laser couldn’t detect, but other navigation sensors could)
and required manual intervention to re-start.

Additional testing was performed at CosmoCaixa5, but the environ-
ment turned out to be challenging for the robot to operate in (surfaces
that reflected the laser in different directions depending on the angle,
objects that were much wider in size at a height of fifteen centimeters
or above than they were at the ground, etc). Because of this (plus

5 The Science Museum of Barcelona. Tests were performed at the permanent exhibi-
tion space.
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Figure 10.: REEM exploring at CosmoCaixa.

the presence of children and other people at the exhibition) only lim-
ited testing could be performed, but the movements chosen by the
exploration algorithm seemed reasonable.

More than for exploration, the experiment at CosmoCaixa turned out
to be useful for detecting other shortcomings of the navigation sub-
system.

Figure 9 shows REEM exploring the PAL office, while Figure 10

shows images from CosmoCaixa.

12.4 conclusion

Thanks to the simulation and real-world tests, it could be verified that
the system would likely work correctly with some minor changes,
and the problem areas needing improvement could be identified.

In the code previously shown in Listing 11.1 it can be seen that pal
exploration gives precedence to goals from other nodes, and once they
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are complete it resumes working. Testing has shown that this is a
useful feature, since it allows manual recovery in case the robot is in
trouble, as well as guiding the robot when the user has preference for
exploring some particular direction first.

The biggest issue that needed improvement was including some han-
dling of situations where the robot can not reach a goal. Some minor
bugs were also identified.

An additional problem that was discovered was with the mapping
subsystem. In addition to the map being updated only every five
seconds, after it had run continuously for a while it’d become in-
creasingly slower.

Chapter 13 explains the final changes done on both fronts.
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F I N A L I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

13.1 adapting the slam node

As mentioned in the laser chapter, some problems with the SLAM
node were identified. Since it is a significant part of the experience, a
couple of weeks were allocated to improve OpenKarto.

The first change performed was making sure the node published an
empty map when it started running, since sometimes it wouldn’t do
so until it had received some sensor data.

An option was also added to the ROS node to auto-start the mapping
process on launch (rather than waiting for a service call from pal
navigation sm); this modification (and other changes) allowed reduc-
ing the time required for switching from autonomous navigation to
mapping mode by several seconds.

Previously, a slow-down of the mapping process was mentioned. Af-
ter some testing, the cause was found to be loop closure checks. Open-
Karto performs a rough check on incoming scans in an attempt to
detect whether the robot is at a place where it already was before.
If that seems possible, a second more precise check is performed to
confirm the hypothesis.

It was found that this later check could take up to several seconds to
complete. It was also likely for many such checks to be performed
on successive scans (when the robot is approaching a known area),
which resulted in a backlog of incoming scans building up.

If this backlog becomes too significant, the robot is programmed to
stop and allow for time to process it, with the resulting delay to com-
plete exploration. Moreover, while the robot is still moving, the map
is outdated, meaning that goals will be chosen which will not neces-
sarily give new data.

This problem could finally be fixed by tweaking the configuration
of OpenKarto. The problematic checks involve ray-casting, and by
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reducing the precision of the checks it was possible to drastically de-
crease their runtime while keeping acceptable precision.

Additionally, map generation was moved into a separate thread (in-
stead of happening after scan processing), allowing it to run twice per
second. The fact that OpenKarto isn’t prepared for multi-threading
made this difficult.

Finally, and most time consuming, a problem that caused OpenKarto
to crash after some time of execution was investigated. After intense
investigation (because of the difficulty in reproducing it), the prob-
lem could be attributed to a code change introduced several months
before to one of the libraries used by OpenKarto.

13.2 making the exploration more robust

This section describes some features implemented on top of the previ-
ous prototype in order to make it more robust, handling the problems
previously identified.

Blacklist

One of the problems was that sometimes a point couldn’t be reached.
This has been addressed by introducing a blacklist, which stores the
positions of unreachable cells.

When a new map is received, the code goes through the list of black-
listed cells and marks them as unreachable. Additionally, they are
also inflated a given size, to avoid wasting time trying to move to
nearby cells (this reuses the same code used for inflating the obsta-
cles).

This feature is similar to one available in the ROS exploration. How-
ever, the Bosch code used a timeout of several seconds, while pal
exploration features integration with the move base node, interpreting
its result codes.

When OpenKarto signals that a loop closure has happened, the black-
list is emptied, since the positions stored are no longer necessarily
valid. This last detail is the only feature in pal exploration that de-
pends on a particular SLAM implementation.
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Stuck robot?

Sometimes move base would move the robot through a narrow space
ignoring the inflated safety radius. While the robot was in such a po-
sition, the distance map generated by pal exploration would claim that
all remaining frontiers are unreachable and the exploration process
would finish.

To avoid this problem, nothing is done in this case if there is an active
goal (if the goal no longer needs to be reached because from the
current point there is good enough visibility, that will be detected
in the next cycle as soon as the robot has left the problematic area).

If the robot is stuck in such a situation and it has no goal, the robot is
sent to coordinates (0, 0), ie. the place where it started the exploration
process. As soon as it is out of the problematic area a new goal will
take over.

When to change the goal?

When new information is available the frontiers are recalculated, and
a better goal may be found; this is why the goal is replaced every time
a new goal is found. Note that this makes pal exploration a frequency-
based frontier exploration algorithm [ALH13].

Sometimes it may be possible for a cell right next to the current cell
to be selected as goal. While it isn’t a big problem, it can cause move
base to waste some time recalculating the path.

This is worked around by a function that decides whether to replace
the current goal depending on the distance between the current and
the new tentative goal, as well as the distance to them from the cur-
rent position (if both goals are close to each other and they are still
far away from the robot, they aren’t changed for now).

13.3 getting ready for production

Finally, some changes were missing for pal exploration to become a
more serious node.

First of all, an action server interface was implemented. This means
that, while the node is running, the exploration process can be started
and stopped at any time by another ROS node.

The second change was adding support for dynamic reconfigure, re-
placing all “magic constants” with variables that can be changed on
the fly.
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Figure 11.: A dynamic reconfigure window, showing some of pal ex-
ploration’s options.
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U S E R I N T E R FA C E

REEM can be controlled using an interface for Android tablets: REEMote.
The navigation-related features of this interface include controls for
switching between mapping mode (for creating a map using the SLAM
tool) and localization mode (for autonomous navigation using an exist-
ing map), as well as defining Points of Interest (POIs). The interface
also provides controls to manually move the robot, or to send it an
autonomous navigation goal.

An image of the interface can be seen in Figure 12 (note that the zoom
& rotation controls are only visible when running it on a desktop
computer; on a physical tablet multi-touch gestures are used instead).

14.1 some notes on the implementation

To make it easier to test (or even use) REEMote from a desktop com-
puter, it is written in C++ using the Qt libraries. The Necessitas1 suite
is used in order to provide compatibility with Android.

Remember (from Section 3.2) that communication with ROS happens
using typed messages, for which classes implementing serialization
support are automatically generated. However, the ROS libraries
aren’t available on Android, so here a different solution is needed.

Because of this, it is necessary to run a node called rosbridge2 on the
robot. This node provides a WebSockets interface that allows access-
ing topics and services, with all content serialized as JSON (instead
of using the native ROS messages).

REEMote can thus communicate with arbitrary ROS nodes, without
any dependency on their message definitions. Since what it receives
is just text, it then needs to deserialize the JSON into Qt objects. These
classes and serialization code need to be written manually for each
type of message that is used.

1 necessitas.kde.org
2 www.rosbridge.org; one of the main uses for rosbridge is accessing information from

the web (using JavaScript).
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(a) Localization tab

(b) Mapping tab

Figure 12.: REEMote: Tablet interface for REEM (before).

TabletGUI

Tablet / Computer

rosbridge

Robot

node 3node 2node 1 rosapi

(JSON)

(ROS)

Figure 13.: Diagram showing how the Android interface communi-
cates with ROS nodes.
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Figure 13 shows a diagram of this communication. It also shows
rosapi, a node that gives access to native ROS functionalities such as
parameters or retrieving information about running nodes.

14.2 adapting the interface for exploration

Now that we have a brief idea of how the tablet interface works, we
will discuss some of the changes that were performed. These changes
can be classified into two categories: those needed to support the
exploration functionality itself, and those required because of how
the availability of the exploration feature changes the way the robot
is used.

In the first group, we find the addition of new buttons to the mapping
tab, ie. “Start exploration” and “Stop exploration”. The biggest chal-
lenge here was that the existing communications code in REEMote
lacked support for actions. Since ROS actually implements actions
using a collection of topics, a viable choice was to use these topics
directly (“namespace/goal” and “namespace/cancel”, other topics such
as “namespace/feedback” weren’t required). It was still necessary to
write serialization code for the messages used by these topics.

Additionally, now that move base is also running during mapping
mode, it made sense to provide an option for sending the robot some-
where (this was only available in localization mode). This involved
some refactoring of the widgets, introducing a base class that handles
all functionality that’s common in both modes.

As for the second type of change, the main concerns were the POIs.
Points of Interest can be used, for instance, as a way to specify move-
ment goals for use in pre-programmed speeches. So far yet were cre-
ated during the mapping phase, using a button to store the current
position of the robot. Now that the robot can move automatically
(and may be left unattended), this didn’t make much sense; instead,
it seemed more useful to provide the option to add a POI at any
location, without having to move the robot there. For this, a contex-
tual menu was added that shows up when pressing on any location
and —besides including an option to move the robot there— also al-
lows creating a POI. This menu was not only added to the mapping
mode, but also to the localization mode, which involved introducing a
mechanism to save newly added POIs to disk (in mapping they are
automatically saved together with the map, but that didn’t apply in
localization mode).

Figure 14 shows an image of what the mapping tab looks like after
the changes. Notice the new buttons, as well as the contextual menu.
Figure 15 shows the same interface on a physical tablet.
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Figure 14.: Mapping tab of the tablet interface (after).

Figure 15.: A tablet showing the exploration controls.
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C O N C L U S I O N S

This thesis has described the development of an exploration subsys-
tem for a commercial human-size robot. The topic of autonomous ex-
ploration and mapping has been researched, existing solutions have
been evaluated and one particular method has been implemented in
the robot. Existing subsystems of the robot have been adapted as
needed, and the user interface has been extended to include the new
capabilities.

The three main objectives of the project were generating a map suit-
able for navigation purposes, achieving a high degree of autonomy
and ensuring safety. Since the existing mapping solution was used,
no change in map quality is to be expected, and the algorithm ensures
coverage of all reachable areas. Safety is ensured by using the robot’s
existing trajectory planning system (which includes dynamic obstacle
avoidance), as well as by the lower-level safety systems of the robot.
As for autonomy, the resulting system has succeeded exploring differ-
ent environments without human intervention; since it is not possible
to consistently ensure perfect operation in all circumstances, care was
given to seamlessly supporting manual guidance.

Not only a review of the literature, but actual experiments with exist-
ing code were used to guide the algorithm choice. Importance was
given to making sure the implementation was easy to understand
and flexible, so it can be easily adapted to future needs. The main
algorithm has been written as a ROS node, making use of the appro-
priate interfaces (action server & dynamic reconfigure) and provid-
ing detailed visualization support. The exploration node implements
frequency-based frontier-based exploration, as justified by the find-
ings in [ALH13].

The project was developed in a test-driven manner, with simulations
performed continuously through the project. Experiments at PAL
Robotics’ office as well as at a museum (CosmoCaixa) ensured the
validity of the approach in real environments.

Although it would seem the main task of this project was writing
the exploration algorithm, integration with existing systems and the
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real robot proved to be the most time-consuming aspect. This is not
unexpected, given the complexity of a general purpose service robot.
It is worth to highlight the adaptations to the navigation stack (Sec-
tion 11.1), SLAM node (Section 13.1) and the problems with the sim-
ulation tool (Section 12.1). One key insight is that in environments
of small to moderate size, performance of the trajectory planning and
SLAM components has a more significant impact on exploration time
than the actual exploration trajectory.

The user interface and integration into the system (including the node
being launched when the robot is in mapping mode) make it easy
to use the exploration feature without specific knowledge. It has
been designed to remove work from the operator, while still allow-
ing manual intervention if desired; for this, priority is given to user
commands, but exploration resumes as soon as they are complete.
Moreover, as a result of the work done in this project, there is now
a solution for moving without a complete map that can be used to
implement other features (such as a patrolling algorithm that moves
around looking for visitors to greet, without the need of completely
exploring the environment before).

The project was completed within the allocated time frame (see Sec-
tion 2.2.5 for details). Since the total number of hours didn’t change,
the budget estimate did not need to be revised.

Appendix B shows some examples of maps that were created and the
trajectories that the robot chose.
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There are many directions in which this project could be continued,
ranging from tweaking the algorithm to adding completely new func-
tionalities or event trying a different approach altogether.

Possible new features

Using the tablet interface it is already possible to take over control
briefly. An obvious extension would be adding some way to limit
where the exploration node moves; for instance, being able to trace
a line to forbid moving through some corridor. This could be done
using existing support for “virtual obstacles”, but would need some
development because currently it only supports static maps (there’s
also the problem that coordinates can change during mapping).

The most significant speedup for exploring places such as an office
is likely achievable by improving trajectory planning, since the most
part of the time is spent moving from one point to another, often at
slower speeds than when manually operated with a joystick.

For creating a new map of an already known place that has only
changed slightly, a different algorithm could be used that took ad-
vantage of the existing knowledge to find a globally optimum route.
Similarly, allowing limited user input in the form of map sketches (or
even architectural plans) could be used to improve performance of
the exploration process, or to assign labels to the different areas.

A prototype implementation of multi-mapping is available, which al-
lows creating several small maps and then stitching them together
(for better SLAM performance and for mapping large environments).
Integrating this with the exploration node would be a nice feature,
but is likely to be non-trivial.
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Suggestions for improving the exploration algorithm

An evaluation of different cost functions would be interesting, es-
pecially making use of other variables mentioned in Section 8.3.4,
such as “localizability” metrics [MW02]. However, in the type of en-
vironments where the robot operates, improved trajectory planning
is likely to have a more significant impact on reducing exploration
time.

More promising could be the introduction of heuristics, such as de-
tecting whether the robot is in a room with a single exit (in that case,
it may make sense to completely explore the room before leaving it,
so it will not be necessary to return afterwards).

Going further in this direction, the introduction of semantics, detect-
ing different types of rooms or hallways, extracting meaning from
the sensor readings or the map, would be an interesting avenue for
research.

Gains can also be expected from introducing a sensor model, which
could improve the choice of goal points. A further advance would be
creating a global plan, considering not only the destination point but
the visibility along the entire path to get there.
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G L O S S A RY

action (ROS) An asynchronous RPC mechanism (internally using top-
ics). 14, 37, 66, 69

API Application Programming Interface. 9

BFS Breadth-First Search. 50

Bresenham’s line algorithm An algorithm for approximating a line
on a raster image (bitmap). 51

CostMap (ROS) A continuously-updated occupancy grid build from
sensor data and with obstacles inflated a given radius; used
for obstacle avoidance purposes. 26, 41–43, 52

DFS Depth-First Search. 50

Dijkstra’s algorithm A well-known graph algorithm solving the single-
source shortest path problem when there are no negative
edge costs. 26, 49, 50, 52

dynamic reconfigure (ROS) A means for changing node parameters
on the fly. 15, 62, 63, 69, 88

EKF Extended Kalman Filter. 27

encoder A device that reads the position of a motor and converts it
to a digital or analog code. 36

Gazebo A 3D robotics simulator. 11, 15, 54, 55

GMapping An open-source particle filter based SLAM implementa-
tion. 37, 42

heightmap A bitmap storing elevation data. 55

infrared A sensor that uses infrared light to measure the distance to
objects. 24, 36

IPC Inter-Process Communication. 14

JSON JavaScript Object Notation. 64

Kinect A device providing 3D depth images (using cameras and an
infrared emitter). 25, 36

laser (laser rangefinder) A precise range sensor using light. (Techni-
cally called Lidar). 4, 23, 25, 30, 34, 36

LGPL GNU Lesser General Public License. 13

loop closure (SLAM) Adjustment that takes place when the robot
closes a loop. 34, 37, 38, 42, 60, 61
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message (ROS) A typed data-structure used for IPC. 15, 64, 66, 90

Multi-SRG Multi-robot Sensor-based Random Graph. 35, 41

node (ROS) A process that performs computations and is registered
with the rosmaster. 14, 47, 62, 66

occupancy grid A discretization of the environment into equally-
sized cells. 27, 37, 38, 48

odometry The use of sensors to estimate position change over time.
4, 24, 37

OpenKarto An open-source graph-based SLAM implementation. 37,
40, 60, 61

parameter (ROS) A variable stored on ROS’ parameter server; mostly
used to specify configuration options nodes should use when
they start. 66

path planning The problem of finding a feasible path given a start
position, and end position and a map. 23, 25

POI Point of Interest. 64, 66

ray-casting A technique where a straight “ray” is cast from a starting
point to find the first intersecting object. 51, 60

REEM A wheeled service robot developed by PAL Robotics, and the
product this project is targeting. 2–5, 7, 9, 14, 15, 23, 25, 26,
36, 37, 40, 42, 43, 45, 50, 56, 64, 81, 88, 89

REEMote Graphical application for controlling REEM (with Android
support). 37, 64, 66

ROS Robot Operating System. 2, 4, 5, 11, 14, 15, 19, 25–27, 36, 37, 41,
47, 48, 52, 64, 66, 69

RPC Remote Procedure Call. 14

RViz A 3D visualization tool for ROS. 15, 50

serialization The process of converting a data-structure or object into
a format that can be stored (or transmitted), for later recon-
struction. 15

service (ROS) An RPC mechanism. 14, 36, 37, 60, 64

SLAM Simultaneous Localization and Mapping. 4–6, 13, 20, 22, 23,
27, 28, 34, 37, 40, 41, 45–47, 52, 60, 61, 64, 70, 71

SMACH (ROS) A Python library for building hierarchical state ma-
chines. 37

sonar (Sound Navigation And Ranging) A sound-based sensor for ob-
stacle detection. 23, 24, 36

SSH Secure SHell. 36

stereo camera A system composed of two synchronized cameras. 23,
25, 36

topic (ROS) A many-to-many communication bus. 14, 36, 47, 48, 64,
66
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trajectory planning Similar to path planning, but also involves con-
trolling the motor velocities. 5, 20, 25, 27, 40, 45, 69–72

UI User Interface. 9

WebSocket A communication protocol build on top of TCP. 64

YAML YAML Ain’t Markup Language. 15
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Part V

A P P E N D I X



A
P R O T O T Y P E E X P L O R I N G T H E O F F I C E

This section presents some snapshots showing REEM exploring part
of the PAL Robotics office, using the prototype implementation de-
scribed in Section 11.

Figure 16.: Prototype implementation exploring PAL Robotics.
Time progression from top-left to bottom-right. Red lines corre-
spond to inflated obstacles, colored dots represent frontier clus-
ters. Blue and green lines are local & global path planner paths,
the red arrow marks the current goal.
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B
E X P L O R AT I O N E X A M P L E S

This section shows some results from running the exploration system
in different environments (both simulated and real). The little red
arrows trace the trajectory where the robot moved, while the larger
red arrow marks the last goal.

Figure 17.: Result in a simple simulated environment (first run).

Figure 18.: Result in a simple simulated environment (second run).
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B. exploration examples

Figure 19.: Result in a simple simulated environment with a loop.
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B. exploration examples

Figure 20.: Result running exploration in PAL Robotics’ office.
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B. exploration examples

Figure 21.: Result of a second run in PAL Robotics’ office.
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B. exploration examples

Figure 22.: Result in a simulation modeled after a restaurant.
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B. exploration examples

Figure 23.: Result in a simulated maze (incomplete due to simulation
time).
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L I S T O F F I G U R E S

Figure 1 REEM 2

Figure 2 Gannt chart with a possible time plan for the
project. 10

Figure 3 Standard ROS interfaces for path planners (source:
ROS). 26

Figure 4 pal exploration class overview. 46

Figure 5 Visualization of a distance map. 49

Figure 6 Visualization showing frontier clusters. 50

Figure 7 Gazebo with REEM and the default testing en-
vironment. 54

Figure 8 Example of an environment modeled for Gazebo. 55

Figure 9 REEM exploring PAL Robotics’ office. 57

Figure 10 REEM exploring at CosmoCaixa. 58

Figure 11 A dynamic reconfigure window, showing some
of pal exploration’s options. 63

Figure 12 REEMote: Tablet interface for REEM (before). 65

Figure 13 Diagram showing how the Android interface
communicates with ROS nodes. 65

Figure 14 Mapping tab of the tablet interface (after). 67

Figure 15 A tablet showing the exploration controls. 67

Figure 16 Prototype implementation exploring PAL Robotics. 81

Figure 17 Result in a simple simulated environment (first
run). 82

Figure 18 Result in a simple simulated environment (sec-
ond run). 82

Figure 19 Result in a simple simulated environment with
a loop. 83

Figure 20 Result running exploration in PAL Robotics’
office. 84

Figure 21 Result of a second run in PAL Robotics’ of-
fice. 85

Figure 22 Result in a simulation modeled after a restau-
rant. 86

Figure 23 Result in a simulated maze 87
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Table 1 Hourly costs for personnel 18

Table 2 Equipment costs (unamortized) 18

Table 3 Budget estimate 19

Table 4 REEM’s specifications (source: PAL Robotics) 36
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3.1 Example of a ROS message definition . . . . . . . . . . 15

11.1 pal exploration main loop (pseudocode) . . . . . . . . . 47

11.2 executeStep() (pseudocode) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49

11.3 Goal point choice (pseudocode) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51

12.1 Example SDF file (auto-generated) . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
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